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AGENDA

1. Administrativia – 3 mins
   - Note takers, Jabber Scribes, Blue sheets
2. WG Status, draft status, misc - Tobias - 10 min
   - Sniffing,
   - Web Origin Concept
   - (X-FRAME-OPTIONS)
3. draft-hodges-strict-transport-sec - Jeff 10 min
4. DNSSEC for strict security - Paul 15 min
5. DNSSEC for strict security - Phillip (on behalf)  5 min
6. DNSSEC for strict security - Discussion 15 min
7. Requirements - Jeff - 15 min
8. open discussion: requirements and next steps - 30 min
9. other topics / open mike - 10 min
Status of WG - Drafts

- **Sniffing**: draft-abarth-mime-sniff
  - presented at Maastricht
  - submitted as WG I-D after black-out
  - Please take time to review
  - Inter-Dependencies with draft-masinter-web-info-01 (Oct-25) ?

- **Web Origin Concept**: draft-abarth-origin
  - presented at Maastricht
  - submitted as WG I-D after black-out
  - Please take time to review
Status of WG - Misc

- X-FRAME-OPTIONS: TBD, where?
  - Running code and (some) consensus by implementers in using X-FRAME-OPTIONS
    - DENY: The page cannot be displayed in a frame, regardless of the site attempting to do so.
    - SAMEORIGIN: The page can only be displayed in a frame on the same origin as the page itself.
  - Do we need more than the two values?
  - => make it “FRAME-OPTIONS” header / draft?
  - Should this be part of more generic http header?
    - Discuss in context with Jeff’s requirements presentation
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Other topics / open mike

- Discuss, Comments, Questions, …
Thank you